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RAU
15

Harrow and Wealdstone
to

Stanmore

Start Harrow and Wealdstone Underground station — HA3  5BP

Finish Stanmore Underground station — HA7  4PD

Distance 5.14km

Duration 1 hour 6 minutes

Ascent 51m

Access Train, Tube and bus at start of section. Tube and bus at end of section.

Facilities All facilities near start and end of section. Shops at Kenton Lane.

15.1 Harrow and Wealdstone station 0m

15.2 From stn, cross rd; L/R on Masons Ave; under  br; ahead at rbt to The Hollies. 780m

15.3 L on Belmont Trail to and under Kenton Lane. 1240m

15.4 Ahead on path to Vernon Ct; R to Wemborough Rd; L on Belmont Lane to 
Old Church Lane.

1450m

15.5 L (R pvt); after no. 55, R on path; ahead on Elm Park; R on Nelson Rd; L on 
Marsh Lane; R on London Rd to stn.

1670m
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This section of the route links the end of the Bakerloo 
Line at Harrow and Wealdstone with the end of the 

Jubilee Line at Stanmore. The route alternates suburbia with an old 
railway trackbed — it is easy walking on generally level ground.

There are frequent Bakerloo Line and Overground services from this 
station, and also services on the Southern Railway and the London 
and North Western Railway; buses connect with Harrow-on-the-Hill 
station and other locations nearby.

There are shops nearby, but for full facilities, you will need to take 
a bus to Harrow town centre.

The station was built as early as 1837, when it 
was called simply Harrow. Bakerloo Line services 
started in 1917, when the line went all the way 
to Watford Junction: Harrow and Wealdstone 
became the northern terminus of the Bakerloo 
Line in 1984, when all services north of this point 
were invested in British Rail.

This short section has a topological curiosity, in 
that the termini at its start and end are the only 
touch-points with their respective lines. The other 
end of each line is not a network terminus, the 
Northern Line extending beyond Elephant and 
Castle, and the Central Line extending beyond 
Stratford.

From the entrance to Harrow and 
Wealdstone station, cross the road 

using the pedestrian crossing and turn left on its 
right-hand pavement. Sweep round to the right 
onto Masons Avenue. Keeping to the right-hand 
pavement, pass beneath the road bridge and press 
ahead, maintaining the same direction at each 
roundabout as you reach it.

15.1

15.2

The southern end of 
the Belmont Trail at 
Christchurch Avenue

Contrasting approach 
to detail on each side of 
Masons Avenue (S on left)
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The terraced houses to the east of the road bridge have an interesting 
micro-feature: there is generally a bit more att ention to detailing on 
the frontages of the houses on the south side of the street. This may 
have been an att empt by the developer to even out the popularity 
of the two sides (and thereby the prices he could charge for the 
houses): those on the south side were closer to the railway, with its 
att endant smoke and noise.

Immediately after crossing the end of The Hollies (the street-sign 
with its No through road indicator), cross the road (by now, 
Christchurch Avenue) using the pedestrian crossing. Turn right 
along the road for a few metres, and turn left onto the signposted 
Belmont Trail.

The 1.7km Belmont Trail follows the southern half of the route 
taken by the single-track railway line from Harrow and Wealdstone 
to Stanmore Village. The line was never a real success, and (as with 
other branch lines) many of its passengers defected with the opening 
of Tube services, in this case the electrifi ed line from Stanmore to 
Wembley Park and on to central London, opened in 1932.

According to old maps, the modern brick building on your right 
just before The Hollies is the site of a coffi  n factory. The line of The 
Hollies is basically the line of the railway.

The route ahead is simple: just stay on the old trackbed, 
ignoring paths going off  to left or right. The tree cover 

on each side is quite dense, so 
there is a sense of abstraction 
from the mundane world outside 
the Trail.

About 1250m along the trail, 
Kenton Lane crosses on an 
overbridge, and the trail dissolves 
into a car park (the site of Belmont 
station).

There are shops on Kenton Lane 
to the east of the Trail.

The Trail continues 
beyond the car park 

on its shorter northern section 
until it comes to its end at a gate 
to a synagogue car park (access 
from Vernon Court on your left).

Turn right here (with the red brick 
synagogue on your left) to take a 
path out to Wemborough Road 
and on to Belmont Lane. Turn left 
and follow it round its bends as 
far as Old Church Lane.

In May and June, the Trail 
is carpeted with fl uff  from 

poplars and willows15.3

15.4
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Turn left along Old Church Lane for 250m, using the 
fi rst refuge to cross to the right-hand pavement. Cross 

the end of Lansdowne Road, then take a narrow lane on the right 
just after the house numbered 55 (a short guardrail at the kerb is of 
navigational use here).

At the end of the lane, go straight across The Ridgeway onto the 
right-hand pavement of Elm Park, with Stanmore College on your 
left. Take Elm Park to Nelson Road, where turn right to follow it up 
to Marsh Lane. Turn left and follow Marsh Lane to its junction with 
(clockwise) Broadway, Dennis Lane, and London Road.

The commercial centre of Stanmore lies off  to the left, with all 
facilities — if you know in advance that you will need a bank, 
supermarket or café, you might ignore the turn into Nelson Road 
and follow Elm Park to its end, then turning right and ascending 
Broadway to London Road through the shopping area.

Turn right at the lights onto London Road, and follow its right-hand 
pavement to Stanmore station.

The houses on Kerry Avenue opposite the station, and at the 
end of Valencia Road off  Kerry Avenue, are prime examples of 
the modernist architecture which grew up, often around new or 
newly-enhanced transport hubs (as here) in the two decades after 
1920. This area, which was sold out of the Warren House estate in 
1921, was slow in being re-developed (not until the 1930s, in fact) 
after the original developer went out of business.

Following the Paris Exhibition of 1925, when Art Deco was 
introduced to its widest audience, the style was taken up by 
enthusiastic architects in Britain. Later, the ranks of Modernism 
were swelled by such notable émigrés as Ernő Goldfi nger. The plan 
for the Warren House estate was to be largely Modernist. 

However, the sniff y conservatism of the British snuff ed out this 
excitement, and only a handful of houses were built in the Modernist 
style, before the Tudorbethan facsimile style overwhelmed 

Stanmore’s Metro-land 
as it had all the other 
areas.

The Tube station was 
opened here in 1932. 
It was then a branch of 
the Metropolitan Line: 
you may be able to see 
similar architectural 
signatures (facsimile 
again, here evoking 
cott ages) in stations 
such as Croxley (on 
the Watford branch) or 
Preston Road.

Modernist architecture
on Valencia Road
at Kerry Avenue

15.5
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In 1939, after the boring of new tunnels between Finchley Road and 
Baker Street, the Stanmore service was transferred to the Bakerloo 
Line. Forty years later, it became the northern terminus of the 
Jubilee Line.

Plans were made to extend the line soon after it was built: this would 
have taken the line in a tunnel out to Bushey Heath (where the line 
would have linked up with the proposed line from Finsbury Park, 
part of the Northern Heights project) and Aldenham. The Stanmore 
part of the enterprise was quashed before the Northern Heights (it 
was dropped from London Transport’s Programme of Work for 
1936), and after the war, the plans were eff ectively dead and buried.

The few houses at the east end of Valencia Road were built in 1935, 
but those in Kerry Avenue were not built until two years later, after 
the suppression of the idea of tunnel construction on the line of 
Kerry Avenue. Perhaps the tunnel plan explains the broad central 
reservation along the southern half of Kerry Avenue, and indeed 
the later date (1937) for the construction of the houses on Kerry 
Avenue itself. If you have suffi  cient time or breath, a brief diversion 
up Kerry Avenue to Valencia Road and back would be a worthwhile 
use of a few minutes.

Jubilee Line services have their northern terminus here. There are 
also bus services from the station forecourt to Watford, Pinner, 
Harrow and Brent Cross, and to Edgware from the other side of 
London Road.


